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Designated smoking areas ignored
College may consider all-out smoking ban on campus
by Gosia Sawicka

But Students'
Association program
director Michael
he 20 designated
smoking areas cre- Blatherwick says he
received complete coated at the Notre
operation from smokers
Dame campus this fall
in light of the city's July
still haven't curbed
1 smoking bylaw during
complaints about people smoking near build- Kickoff Week events
ing entrances, according such as the Foam Social
and the Bif Naked conto a member of college
cert.
administration.
Smoking was permit"You can see that
ted
at similar events in
there are people smokthe South Gym prior to
ing where we don't
want them to," says Bill the city's ban.
"It's an absolute
Miller, director of facilipleasure
to go home at
ties at Notre Dame, who
night after an event and
was responsible for
choosing the designated not smell like smoke,"
says Blatherwick.
smoking areas. He says
Bob Cooper, a culiit would 'help if somenary
arts student, says
one were monitoring
the
designated
areas
the campus for smokers
don't affect him
breaking the rules. He
because no one is
says the biggest probenforcing them. Cooper
lem is students who
sees many smokers
smoke just outside the
breaking the rules.
entrances, creating
"In the middle of
twice as many areas for
winter, you really don't
staff to clean, and givwant to be walking over
ing people a greeting
to some of these areas,"
they don't want.
says Cooper, who is
"I used to be a smoknow trying to quit the
er years ago, but it realhabit. He says he
ly bothers me, walking
acknowledges the rights
through smoke now,"
of non-smokers, but
says Miller, who
feels the designated
receives complaints
areas are inconvenient,
from others forced to '
making it difficult for
enter the campus
students to follow the
through a cloud of
rules.
smoke.

T

ce former VP Mark P
:o4g114ViitAiblOgrOti :
ban. Stock resigned

is o fellow third-year h stn :;,

• • • Mertxris, ,last year's asses_
tant manager of CMO the
l lotre Dame campus music
station, says he K00104t for
Oiai0...k410100,040.00.111#11
:11iiiiikkaii0011$0.4406t$001e
cernls at a deeper level,

" i am excited ;about the
postti<on and I'rz exerted to

work with, as well as foci, the
Culinary arts student Bob Cooper empathizes with non-smokers, but finds
designated smoking areas inconvenient.

The Workplace Health
and Safety Committee
has the power to create
a campus-wide ban,
meaning smokers would
have to leave the property to light up.
Bob Cooper thinks
there is a better solution. He believes if
someone were enforcing

the new rule during regular class hours, smokers would comply to
avoid the hassle.
"We just want to be
left alone," he says.
Government services
representative at the
Notre Dame campus
Martin Jandays says the
public smoking ban is a

students," says Mertens, who

t*toi:10,.gilogoiiiithel4 it"

sign of things come for
the province.
"I'm sure it will come
down to a situation
where smoking will be
completely banned,"
says Jandays. "People
will just have to learn
to live with it."
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firibate Club

Members & Guests Welcome! • Can apply for membership at the door

sTuDnir st•ECIAL!!
Top floor now open Wed. E:Thursdays
FREE Pool, Happy Hour -11:30 am - Too pm

15% discount on food

King's Head
Now Celebrating 15 Years!

LIVE ENTERTAINMENT
Oct. 17 E i8 - Kevin Dunn
Oct. 24, 25, E 26 - All The Kings Men ,

Oct. 31 E Nov. 1- Men in Kilts
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NEWS
attained an exceptional
the college's teacher evaluation
amount of experience in the
service. He says the number of
past two years at the college.
students participating in the
"I broke the RRC record last
evaluations has been minimal
year
for sitting on six sub-comin the past.
mittees at one time," she said.
"I would encourage them to
"You should choose someone
use the evaluations," says
who
students would consider
Mertins. "I don't think a lot of
approachable over someone
people know about it."
who may look good on paper,"
Also in the running for the
seat of vice-president was Anna Pawlik told the board members
Henry, who was a candidate for once Henry had left the room
after her speech and the subsepresident last spring. Henry, a
quent open-floor question peri44-year-old mother of five, was
od.
the only candidate who delivAfter the election, Henry said
ered a speech without directly
reading from her notes. She has she was "a little disappointed"

Contact Projector editors at:
Phone: 204.949.8466
Fax: 204.949.9159
E-mail: rrcprojector@hotmail.com
The Projector
Post:
do Red River College Students' Association
P 110 - 160 Princess Sttreet
Winnipeg, Manitoba, R3B 1K9
For advertising information, contact Guy Lussier at:
204.632.2070

SR&J Customer Care Call Centres Inc
■Great Earning Potential
■Paid Training/High Base Rate plus Incentives
■Flexible Schedules incl. Evenings & Weekends
■Team Spirited Work Environment
■Regular Bonuses and Incentives
■Excellent Opportunities for Advancement
We need dynamic and energetic individuals with a
professional demeanor and the following skills to
join our team:

hoto by Lynsay Perkins

Newly-elected vice-president of student affairs Jon Mertins.

in the results but is already
looking to the future.
"I'm going to run for elections this year again," she said.
"I'll either run for president or
vice-president of student
affairs."
Also defeated in the election
was 28-year-old Emanuel
Barbosa. Barbosa, who began
his pre-election speech with a
smile and a chuckle, managed
to produce a few laughs from
most of the board members
during his speech. During the
question period after Barbosa's
speech, Vanessa Trudeau, an
SAB member and business
administration student, raised a
concern about Emanuel's ability to deal with student concerns.
"It is obvious that you are
full of character," she said. "But
do you think that you will be
able to handle the sensitive
and important student issues?"
Barbosa quickly responded
by relating his previous experience dealing with sensitive customer service issues in his position as a journeyman mechanic
with McPhillips Ford Lincoln:
"Although I am full of character, I am also very sensitive
to important issues and am
considerate when dealing with
upset people," he said.
Now the election is complete, Pawlik says he is relieved
he no longer has to balance
two different executive positions.
"I am so happy that the position has been filled," says
Pawlik. "All the candidates
were extremely qualified for
the position. I personally felt
that I could have worked with
any one of them."

-Sales Ability
-Excellent Communication
-Basic Computer Knowledge -Shift Flexibility
-Strong Leadership Skill -Team Players
-Want to make a difference
Drop off your resume at:
M — F 8am — 5pm
611 Academy Road
Fax: 487-3131 Email: alempensriciroup.com

CUSTOMER CARE CALL CENTRES INC.
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WHAT ABOUT?
❑ Circle Pacific Airfares
❑ Airpasses and Railpasses
❑ Oz & Kiwi Experience Buspasses
❑ Greyhound Pioneer Buspasses
❑ A variety of ground tours
❑ Work Abroad Programme
❑ Hostel Memberships: VIP, HI
❑ Bon Voyage Travel Insurance
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Murray's New Deal draws fire
from RRC students
by Jessica Krawec

M

ayor Glen Murray's
proposed tax plan is
drawing mixed reactions from some Red River
College students.
The new tax plan, dubbed
"the New Deal," would cut
property taxes in half and
eliminate business and amusement taxes in favour of consumption taxes and user fees.
The plan was created to raise
more funds for the city's crumbling infrastructure without
raising property taxes, a strategy Murray says governments
rely too heavily on.
"We need to shift from a
utilitarian mindset to a creative mindset," Murray says.
et4041
"[The New Deal] is equitable,
environmental, and job-creation-friendly. It will retain a
RED RIVER COIIEGE
more comparative share of
wealth."
Murray says a tax shift is
what Winnipeg needs to make
Mayor Glen Murray speaking to RRC students at the Sept. 22
more strategic investments.
opening
of the Princess Street campus.
"Dramatic property tax cuts
more
expensive
at bars, now
consumption taxes and user
and a switch to consumerit'll be more at the vendor
fees designed to get commuters
choice-based taxes more fairly
too."
and visitors to contribute to
share the burden," Murray
Sylvia Fitzpatrick, a comthe city will actually drive
says.
merce
/
industry
sales
and
them away. Others are conMurray says he's confident
marketing student, says she
cerned that a tax shift could
the new plan could be the key
isn't concerned with the alcoeven cause Winnipeg to lose
to keeping young people in
hol tax nearly as much as she
citizens.
the city, and he is positive
is with garbage fees and natuMurray and his supporters
about the effects the tax plan
ral gas and electricity tax
disagree with this fear and
would have on the city's stuhikes. As a property owner she
encourage Winnipeg to lose its
dents. He says the plan will
welcomes the idea of lower
old-fashioned attitude of
accommodate more heritage
property taxes, but is well
"don't hike my taxes." Murray
restructuring for student housaware that when something is
cites examples such as Phoenix
ing and campuses such as Red
cut, something else is hiked.
and Minneapolis, which use
River College's Princess Street
"The property taxes need to
consumption-based tax syscampus, which Murray
be cut because they're ridicutems, yet are strong tourist
describes as "the underpinlous," Fitzpatrick says. "But if
attractions and have mainnings of success in our city."
he [Murray] is cutting my taxes tained a steady population.
"This tax system offers a 50
is one area, what will happen
Richard Florida, an econoper cent'cut on bus fare,
mist and author from the
affordable housing, and afford- in another? I'll have to worry
about garbage fees."
United States who recently visable arts and culture," Murray
Fitzpatrick says she's happy
ited Winnipeg to speak at the
says. "Better arts and culture,
about the cut in fare, which
Imagine a City conference,
more bands, exciting cities are
puts extra cash in her pockets
says he agrees that no one will
what draw more young peoand is an incentive for more
ple."
leave the city because of taxes.
people to start taking the bus.
He says that if that were the
Some students at Red River
But Garth Flaws, a C/I sales
case, everyone would be in
say they're happy about the
student who lives on the outAlberta where the PST is zero
idea of tax and bus fare cuts,
skirts of the city, says he's not
per cent.
blit don't agree with a lot of
impressed.
Fitzpatrick supports cleaning
the consumption taxes and
"I'm opposed to the increase up Winnipeg's infrastructure
user fees Murray has proposed.
in fuel tax because it's high
but wants to be certain the tax
These include a one per cent
enough," Flaws says. "I don't
shift will produce extra money
sales tax, a seven per cent tax
have access to the transit bus,
that will be spent on fixing
on alcohol, and a five per cent
-so I have no choices."
infrastructure and not wasted.
hike in fuel taxes.
Students from out of town
"I live in St. Boniface where
Kevin Pfeiffer, a second year
said even though they are
many roads are still dirt,"
computer analyst / programusing Winnipeg's streets, they
mer student disagrees with
Fitzpatrick says. "I would like
have a limited income and will to see vast improvements with
having to pay more for booze.
be hard done by a higher fuel
infrastructure."
"I don't like the alcohol
tax. Some people are worried
tax," Pfeiffer says. "Alcohol is
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If you're a fan of the ever popular DO Blizzard, The JAVA
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STUDENTS' ASSOCIATION
RED RIVER COLLEGE BLOOD DRIVE
Blood Typing Test
Thursday October 23 11:00am to 2:00pm
Library Hallway
Blood Drive
Wednesday October 29
South Gym

CANADIAN BLOOD SERVICES
SOCIETE. CANADIENNE DU SANG

Students' Association at Full Strength
It may have taken just over a month, but the 2003-04 Students'
Association is now at full strength. I for one am proud to be part
of the team. I look forward to the challenges that await me this
year and look forward to working with the students of Red River
College. During my last here at the college I had the pleasure of
working with the students as Assistant Manager of CMOR.
Working with the students was as wonderful and rewarding experience, which had me wishing I could do more. I now find myself in that position as Vice President of Student Affairs and I
have a few words for our student body to remember. The Students Association as well as myself are here for you. Your problems are our problems and the doors to the Students' Association
offices are always open to you, weather it is to listen to your
problems or just to say hello. I look forward to meeting as many
students this year as possible and hope you all have a great year
here at Red River College.

The Bottom Line... ....
on CKIC

Your Vice President of Student Affairs
Jon Mertins

Bear with me for a moment, close your eyes and imagine
this:
You are a young person, excited to learn and create a new
career for yourself. You choose Red River College as
your institution of higher learning. You flip through the
pages of the calender, what to do... Nursing? Nah, you're
far too queasy... Welding? A little too dirty for your
tastes... Creative Communications? Broadcast Major!
That's it exactly. Wow! This major will be taught in a
new state-of-the-art facility in the heart of Downtown
Winnipeg. Small class sizes, practical experience, how
exciting! You arrive for your first day, backpack in hand.
You soon learn that the brand new radio station you were
to practise in is not ready. You are disappointed, but
hey... s*$t happens! You begin to ask questions and soon
realize that you are getting conflicting information regarding the construction of CKIC from everyone....
Okay, you can come back to reality now. Can you imagine the disappointment the broadcast students must feel by
having been mislead in this way? Then to add insult to
injury, the college administration is unable to provide consistent information to the instructors and students regarding the development of the station. Will it be the end of
October? (trick or treat?)... or January? (Happy New
year!) In addition to all of this, there are many students
who returned to the College this year exclusively for the
Radio Majors that are outlined in the calender. Is the delay
due to the Province? (as claimed in the previous issue of
the Projector...) or is it th, absence of a transmitter? How
about the installation of an elevator intended to travel 40
inches? Maybe the college could provide megaphones to
Cree Com students so they can be "on air" right at the corner of Princess & William... that would enhance the Exchange Disctrict!
CKIC... maybe that really stands for Can't Konstruct,
Inform, or Communicate. Don't forget to send me your
questions, complaints and other stuff:
sa_finance(&,rrc.mb.ca. That's the bottom line according
to Becky.
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RED RIVER COLLEGE
STUDENTS' ASSOCIATION
NOTICE OF
ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
Tuesday, November 4, 2003
12:00 noon

White Lecture. Theatre
Notre Dame Campus
- Approval of Audited Financial Statements
- Appointment of Auditors

The RRC Students ' Association is required to have its audited financial statements approved annually by at least 25 Red River College
Students. Your attendance is requested, along with at least one fellow student, to ensure we meet the required quorum of 25.
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Coalition petitions for
minimum wage hike
by Richard Liebrecht
coalition of lobbyists
urged the province to
raise the minimum wage
during Just Income Week,
which ran from Oct. 2 through
Oct. 10.
The Just Income Coalition
gathered 6,000 signatures, petitioning the Doer government
to raise the minimum wage
until it reaches 60 per cent of
the average industrial wage.
"People hoped that the NDP
would show leadership on the
minimum wage issue," says
coalition member Jean
Altemeyer. "They have not."
Altemeyer says the coalition
believes minimum wage, at its
current level, is not a living
wage.
"Twenty years ago, people
would only have to work three
to four hours at minimum
wage for a bus pass," she says.
"Now they have to work 10 to
12 hours. A single mother with
two children would have to
work 85 hours a week just to
meet the poverty line. That's
still not enough to live on.
"If folks work full time, they
ought to be able to live on it.
They can't."
Altemeyer says these are
some of the reasons for Just
Income Week.
"Our hope was that if we ran

A

this week, it would encourage
[the raising of the minimum
wage]," she says.
Just Income Week featured a
number of events across
Winnipeg, including a seminar
at RRC's Princess Street campus. The events, including several lectures and speaking
engagements featuring local
and national speakers, a spot
on A Channel's The Big
Breakfast, a food drive with
Winnipeg Harvest, two press
conferences, worship services,
vigils, and marches, were
meant to draw attention to
issues surrounding minimum
wage and the people affected
by it, according to the coalition's website, www.justincome.ca.
The Just Income Coalition,
which is a partnership of many
organizations, was struck for
the single purpose of making
the petition, Altemeyer says.
"The members are people
focused on social justice and
poverty issues. Often groups
find it important to work with
other groups on shared concerns. Wider voices have more
of an effect," says Altemeyer.
"I think [the participation]
has been very valuable," says
Wayne Helgason, executive
director of the Social Planning
Council of Winnipeg and
spokesperson for the Just

Income Coalition.
"The faith groups
have brought an
interesting dimension."
Coalition partners include the
Provincial Council
of Women of
Manitoba, the
Social Planning
Council of
Winnipeg, the
Aboriginal Council
of Winnipeg,
Winnipeg Harvest,
the Canadian
Centre for Policy
Alternatives,
Women's Health
Clinic, Welcome
Place, the
Community
Education
Development
Association, St.
Matthews
Maryland
Community
Ministry, the
Conference of
Manitoba and
Francophone gruops discuss poverty over lunch with Marcel Couziere,
Northwestern
president of the Canadian Council on Social Development, at La Vieille
Ontario of the
Gare restaurant.
United Church of
Canada, the Centre
Community Ministry, the UN
Federation of Labour, the
for Aboriginal Human Resource Platform for Action
Northend
Stella Community
Development, the Oblate
Committee, the Roman
Ministry,
and
Wolseley Family
Justice and Peace Committee,
Catholic Archdiocese of
Place.
the West Broadway
Winnipeg, the Manitoba

Fitness facility on the way for
downtown students

IF YOU ONLY LEARN
ONE THING AT SCHOOL...
&Nee)

Athletic space not to be operational until fall of 2004

WE HOPE IT IS THE
VALUE OF A DOLLAR

by Alana Pona

fairly pricey. It is so handy to
have a fitness facility being
constructed here, because that
way people don't have to go
out of their way to exercise."
SA executive director Owen
Desnoyers says former president David Lyman played a
pivotal role in the financing of
$300,000 towards athletic services at the Princess campus.
The facility will be built
through funding from the SA's
$1.7 million building fund,

in the downtown area.
"The impression we got
from the people at the time
fitness centre in the
was that if we were to build, it
'
Adelaide building will
would be much smaller," says
give future RRC students
Desnoyers. "The simplest
at the downtown campus a
example of the facility being
place to work out, the
built would be a fitness centre
Students' Association says.
in a hotel, or similar to the
President Mark Pawlik
second level of the North Gym
referred to the SA's plan for the
here at Notre Dame, but a bit
3085-square-foot centre in his
smaller."
speech at the campuS' phase
The population at the downtwo opening on Sept. 22.
town campus will grow graduThe centre will feature a
ally in the next few
weight room, an
years, but the athaerobics area,
"The simplest example of the facility
letic activities
change
being built would be a fitness centre in a
will not reach
rooms, and a
reception hotel, or similar to the second level of the North the level of
those at Notre
area.
Gym here at Notre Dame, but a bit smaller."
Dame.
The origiIntramural
nal plan for
sports, which
the campus
- Students' Association executive director
include volleydidn't
Owen Desnoyers
ball and basketinclude a fitball, are popular at
ness facility, but
Notre Dame, but will not be
the demand could not be which accumulated over the
available downtown. Athletic
ignored, according to SA VP for past 20 years, and also contributes to the expansion of
services at the present time see
Princess Street Sarah Hodges.
study spaces and recreation
approximately 400 people
"Last year, here at William,
facilities at Notre Dame.
daily.
it was a big adjustment, since
However, in comparison to
Despite the restrictions,
there were no athletic faciliNotre Dame, the fitness facility Desnoyers has heard a lot of
ties," she says. "And to make
matters worse, we found mem- at Princess will be considerably feedback surrounding the consmaller due to land restrictions struction of the new facility
berships at gyms in the area

A
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through input from both staff
and students.
"A lot of staff are excited
about the new space being
built downtown," he says. "It
is unfortunate that there is no
room for a gymnasium, but
everyone is being proactive
nonetheless."
The construction of the athletic space is underway. The
college estimates it will be
complete as of April 2004, but
will not be operational until
the fall term.
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2 admissions per coupon
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Vegetarians hope for more food options
by Jeanne Fronda
egetarian students at
Red River College will
have to wait until
November to find out if meatfree and vegan dishes will be
added to the college menus.
The college has hired an
executive chef who will begin
working for the college on
Nov. 1, says RRC director of
auxiliary services Robert Olson,
who's responsible for all revenue-based components for
the college, including food
services.
The chef, who is a graduate
of the college's culinary arts
program, will set up the college's food menus.
"One of the objectives will
be to incorporate more healthsmart options, which may or
may not incorporate vegetarian food," says Olson.
Health-smart foods include
anything that is low in cholesterol and fats, but they aren't

V

necessarily vegetarian.
lege to provide students with
and woodworking student,
"What's a big seller for us is
more vegetarian meals. For
says she likes the food, but not
vegetables," Olson says.
example, he says the college
the price.
If students have suggestions
has offered items such as vege"The food's too expensive
for the menu, Olson says they
tarian lasagna in the past.
here," she says. "The soup's
can write them down and subWanda Gordon, who runs
good. There's always one soup
mit them to cashiers who will
the Coffee Brake kiosk at the
that's vegetarian."
forward them to his departNotre Dame campus, says in
Lizuck says she usually
ment for consideration.
the past month only one perbrings her own food to school
"We're very
because of the
flexible," says
cost and limOlson. "We
"I don 't think they should not have
ited selecwould be
tion of
vegetarian
meals
just
because
the
norm
says
happy to
vegetarian
entertain
you should eat meat."
food.
any suggesFirst-year
t i o n,s . "
radiation
Olson
- First-year radiation therapy student Ada Li therapy
says he's
student
optimistic
Ada Li says
about
the
vegetarians
menu.
son has asked her if the kiosk
should have access to the food
"It'll get better by the second offers vegetarian food.
they want on campus.
half of the year," he says
"There are usually no
"They do what they please,"
regarding the addition of more requests for it here," Gordon
says Li. "Just as long as they
vegetarian dishes.
says. "I always cook one vegedon't start preaching to me. I
Because most of the foods
tarian pizza just in case."
don't think they should not
are prepared on campus, Olson
Nancy Lizuck, a vegetarian
have vegetarian meals just
says it is possible for the coland a second-year carpentry
because the norm says you

should eat meat."
Second-year business administration student Kristyn Wiebe
also says the college should
offer vegetarian food.
Alicia Mendieta, a pre-nursing student who isn't a vegetarian, says almost all of her
friends are vegetarian.
"I think there should be
more varieties for them," says
Mendieta.
Vegetarian options currently
offered at the Notre Dame
campus include salad, cereal,
soup, yogurt, vegetables, and
vegetarian pizza. No vegan
drinks, such as soy milk, are
currently offered.
Students looking for vegetarian alternatives other than
salad, soup, toast, and bagels at
the college's downtown
Princess Street campus can find
vegetarian options in nearby
restaurants in the Exchange
District, including The Pita Pit
and Mondrag6n.
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Cultural Exchange
Program
Join in on this program that pairs up immigrant/international
students with non-immigrant students.

Immigrant/International Students...
gain friendship and support; orientation to Canadian customs and
College culture,an opportunity to practice English,and meet another
student to talk to about academic, settlement and personal matters.

Are you interested in learning a new
language while sharing your own?
The Language Partner Program partners
students whose first language is English
with ESL students for language sharing!

Non-Immigrant Students...
can learn about another culture, learn another language,
and develop cross—cultural skills important in today's working
environment,all while providing valuable support to a fellow student.
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CKUW invites RRC students to step up to the mic
by Justin Pokrant

do the best they can, when
they don't have the opportunities to do so."
ue to the setbacks that
The University of Winnipeg's
have slowed down the
radio
station encourages peoprogress of the new
ple
from
the surrounding comradio station at the Princess
munity
to
involve themselves.
Street campus, students have
Since
the
new
campus on
been going to the University of
Princess Street is so close to the
Winnipeg's radio station,
university, Ladd says it is only
CKUW, to fill the void of
natural to include Red River
broadcasting opportunities at
College students in their proRed River College.
gramming.
In the middle of September,
Ladd says it is a win-win sitArt Ladd, program director of
uation for both
CKUW, visited
campuses.
with second"I
can't
Creative
year creative
communicaemphasize how
communications stutions stugood
they
have
been
dents would
dents.
benefit
from
"He just
to us, just terrific,
the
skills
told us about
the station even though they are they learn
can
and what
under no obligation and
expand
their
opportuniportfolios
to
help
us."
ties it could
with work
offer for the
samples
students,"
they
might
- RRC radi o instructor .
says secondnot
have
a
year creative
Gary Moir
chance to
communicaget in the
tions student
industry,
he
Jenny Henkelman, who is also
the morning traffic reporter for says. CKUW would benefit
CBC Radio One. "Art really because they would be getting
stressed that you have freedom people who have background
to do whatever you want to do in broadcasting due to their
at the station." current area of study.
"It was good experience for
Henkelman used to have her
things
to go into my portfolio,
own gender-issues radio show
which
helped
me get a job at
on CKUW.
CBC,"
says
Henkelman.
Although Ladd didn't know
Bob McGregor, chair of crethe exact number of students
ative
arts at Red River College,
that involved themselves with
commends
CKUW for taking
the station after he visited, he
the initiative to visit the camsays the response has been
pus.
tremendous.
"It's kind of a courtesy thing
"Students were really excited
because
of the joint degree
and interested," says Ladd.
program
between Red River
"They had lots of questions.
College
and
the University of
We are helping the students to
Winnipeg," he says. "We
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Part 1 of a series of articles written by
Barbara Dixon - Student & Community Advisor Diversity & Inclusive Initiatives
This series first appeared in the Projector in 1999.

CULTURAL
INSIGHTS
COLUMN
Admitting my Privilege
I have heard the comment,"We are all the same,"so many times that I no longer see it as being true or false. I see it as being a blinder to
what actually goes on in our society. Yes, we are all the same. Yes, we are all different. That is what makes us great as human beings.
When I hear the statement, I always feel that something is missing, that parts have been selectively eliminated. I hope that this is not deliberate,
but I fear that it is convenient. What parts are missing? We are all the same but we have different histories. We are all the same but we have
different beliefs. We are all the same but we are treated differently. We are all the same but we are not accorded the same advantages.
We are all the same but...
Admitting my privilege is not something that comes easily. But, as someone who is middle class and white, it is something that I cannot deny
or ignore if I truly believe in equality. As a woman, I have no trouble recognizing oppression as I have experienced it first-hand. As someone
with a Jewish background, I have no trouble noticing discrimination as I have lived with it all my life. I can immediately see the unfairness. I
wonder though, if I can recognize when I exhibit those same behaviours towards others or how I collaborate with those behaviours.
There are many kinds of privilege that set us apart and keep us apart. In a recent discussion with a friend, we started to discover different ways
in which privilege affects each of our lives. In identifying privileges and the lack thereof, I realized how easy it is to take these unmerited
advantages for granted. I have been involved in the diversity field for many years and am aware of,and challenge systemic barriers. Despite
this, I was still appalled when my friend and I shared our realities. It was once again, reinforced for me, how easy it is, not to notice the ways in
which my life is easier because I was born into a certain group, while my friend's is much more difficult because he was born into another.
Here are some of the privileges that my friend perceives he is denied because of his skin colour:
1.
2.

I know that in some circles, I am reminded that, in fact, I am different from those who are around me.
I know that since I come from a different country, where English is not my first language, people get caught up in my accent and
miss the essence of the point I am trying to make.
I know that many people will always consider me to be a foreigner, even though I am Canadian.
I know that if I fall in love with someone who is of a different race from me, that we will only see the beauty of one another,
while others will only see an interracial couple.
I know that there are women that like me only because I am from a certain race and there are women who shun me because I am of a
certain race -- neither of which does me any good because they are not seeing me as a person but as a package.

6.

I know that I may not be hired for a job because of my skin colour or that I may only get hired because of my skin colour-neither give me credit for who I am and what I can offer.

7.

I know that certain neighbourhoods that have been excluded to people who look like me may feel awkward when people
like me move in.

8.

I know that when I turn on the television, it is unlikely that I will find shows with people who represent my race and culture-I am the one who has to adapt and adjust.

9. I know that if I do not want to be stereotyped, I have to dress,walk,and talk like the majority or I will be seen as strange,threatening,
discredited, and insignificant.
10.
11.
12.

l^

13. I know that my religion is not accorded the same value when it comes to holidays and rituals -- it is considered less than.
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Henkelman says students
who volunteer for CKUW will
be ahead of the game.
"They will have more confidence than other students in
the studio when it opens. It
will only serve them well. They
should take advantage of it."
CKIC should be set up by
the end of October and will be
on air early in the next year,
according to its board of
directors.

s

5.

••.• from

CKIC, will have a format based
around curriculum material.
"I can't emphasize how good
they have been to us, just terrific, even though they are
under no obligation to help
us," says Gary Moir, radio
instructor at Red River College.
Moir says the two stations
work so well together that
there may be programming
they can do together. He says
he doesn't think there is any
competition between the two
whatsoever.
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encourage students to do it
because it is a great opportunity to get hands on experience."
Ladd says CKUW gives people a little different perspective.
"We are a lot more flexible
than commercially-licensed
stations. It gives students the
chance to flex their skills and
do more edgy things. It's a lot
more diverse."
It also lets students do more
of what they want because the
new Red River College station,
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I know that I can not walk into any hairstylist shop and get a haircut because not everyone knows how to cut my type of hair.
I know that when products are referred to as"skin tone coloured," they are not my skin tone.
I know that when I went to school, the history that was taught wasn't representative of mine -- it reinforced my insignificance.
I know that I have to live with,almost on a daily basis, the jokes, slurs, and shrewd hatred directed towards people of my skin colour.
I know that I am constantly reminded that my group is not part of, not quite belonging to, and not quite Canadian enough.
This is reinforced for me in the missing role models, in the lack of products in stores, in being the only person of my skin colour in a
classroom, and in my work environment today.

My friend is twenty-four years old. He has been in Canada for ten years. He has no family here. He attended almost two years of post-secondary
education but had to withdraw for financial reasons. He would like to return to school someday. He lives in one room with a shared bathroom.
He has never owned a car. He is currently under-employed.
I know that except for a couple of items on the above list, I do not face any of these disadvantages. I also know that race is not the only difference
that creates barriers. Lists like this could be written about women and men, about homosexuals and heterosexuals, about disabled and abled,
and on and on.
Admitting my privilege is a personal choice. Allowing barriers to continue is not a personal choice but a societal responsibility. To break down
barriers and eliminate oppression and discrimination,each of us needs to be willing to re-examine our perceptions and behaviours -- our own
and others. We must acknowledge the privileges we receive, invisible though they may be, if we belong to the majority group. We must
acknowledge the disadvantages others receive, invisible though they may be,for those who are still considered to be in the minority.
Look around in your classrooms. Look around in your neighbourhoods. Look,around in your workplaces.What privileges do you have? What
disadvantages do you face? What of others around you?
If you believe in equality,do you have the courage to step up and not accept the barriers that exist? I would challenge you to write your own
list, to think about those things that you take for granted or that you are denied simply because of a difference.
•
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Aboriginal strategy draws mixed reactions
City's new plan an important first step: Vandal
by Shannon Martin

M

ayor Glen Murray's
new strategy for
Winnipeg's aboriginal
community is a small but positive step, according to the public relations director at the East

Winnipeg Aboriginal MultiPurpose Centre.
"We're dealing with generations of dysfunction," says
Shaneen Robinson, who's in
her first year of creative communications at RRC. "We've
come a long way in the last 30

years, and we've still got a long
way to go."
Murray's strategy, called
Municipal Aboriginal Pathways
(MAP), falls under Plan
Winnipeg 2020, a massive
report outlining his vision for
the city over the next couple

Free Workshops for ESL
and Immigrant Students
Want to improve your language skills or learn strategies to be successful in a
Canadian College environment. Register to attend one or all of these free workshops
for ESL students. All workshops are held at the Notre Dame Campus.

Test Taking Strategies for ESL Students
Dates: Wednesdays, October 22, 29 and November 5, 2003
Time: 4:30 — 6:30 pm
Participants must register for and attend all three workshop dates.

Strategies to College Success
for Immigrant Students
Date: Friday, October 24, 2003
Time: 12:00 noon — 12:50 pm

Creative Approaches to the English Language
Want to develop your writing skills? Need to improve your public speaking skills? This
workshop series will use a variety of creative writing techniques to assist you in improving
your writing,speaking, listening and reading skills. Come and learn while having fun! This
workshop is open to ESL and Immigrant Students with limited seating available to all students.

Dates: Saturdays, October 25, November 1, 15,29, 2003 and February 7, 21,
March 6, 20, April 3 and 17, 2004
Time: 9 am —12 noon
Participants can register and attend all or some of the workshops.
ming in February 2004:
Higher Level Pronunciation for ESL Students
If you want to attend these workshops, register with the Student and Community Advisor —
Diversity and Inclusive Initiatives Office in Building F, Room 214, Notre Dame Campus or
call Alix at 632-2404.

These workshops are an initiative of the
Student and Community Advisor- Diversity and Inclusive Initiatives Office
Building F, Room 214 • Phone:632-2404

of decades. Murray says it's
time for government to start
dealing with aboriginal issues.
"It's an important first step
towards building a new era of
co-operation and partnership
with Winnipeg's aboriginal
population," says Murray.
Coun. Dan Vandal, who
developed the strategy with
Coun. Jenny Gerbasi, says the
latest census data played a
role in making the strategy.
The census estimates
Winnipeg's aboriginal population will skyrocket to about
100,000 by 2020, making
Winnipeg the largest aboriginal urban centre.
"This is not only about
numbers. It's about turning
poverty into prosperity. It's
about jobs and finding ways
to support the Aboriginal
community," says Vandal.
The MAP strategy outlines
five target areas for improvement in the aboriginal community, including employment, safety, economic development, quality of life, outreach, and education.
Robinson says she isn't surprised at some of the public's
criticism of Murray's strategy.
She says she overhears comments from other students
about how Aboriginals don't
need any more breaks.
"People who call it special
treatment are uneducated,"
says Robinson. "I support
Glen Murray. He sees everyone as equals, and that scares
some people. He's brave
enough to say what needs to
be said."
But outspoken aboriginal
poet Marvin Francis, 47, isn't
sold on the MAP strategy.
Francis, who the Manitoba
Writer's Guild named the
2002/2003 Most Promising
Writer for his long poem,
"City Treaty," says the controversy is due to the mystery
surrounding the plan.
"People need details," says
Francis, who is specializing in

native literature in graduate
studies at the University of
Manitoba. He says even if
there were more details, he
doesn't think anything would
come of the strategy.
"It's just a piece of paper," he
says. "Documents have lost
their power, like treaties. The
government will never have
enough money. For the poor to
eat, everyone has to take a cut.
Sometimes there just isn't a
solution."
Francis says if there is to be
any sort of a solution for aboriginal issues, it must heavily
involve First Nations.
"Aboriginal people taking
control of their own lives
would have to be a part of the
strategy. It can't depend on
others. Some have to find their
own ways," says Francis.
Although Francis says he is •
wary of the MAP strategy, he,
like Robinson, is impressed
with Murray's initiative.
"I respect Glen Murray for
trying to help Aboriginal people because it seems to be an
unpopular thing to do," he
says. "He's seeking a solution,
and if it works even a tiny bit,
than that's good.
"I think the real issue is
poverty, and anything that
improves that is positive."
Robinson, who hopes to be a
role model for young
Aboriginal people one day, says
it's important for young people
to educate themselves about
each other, and to understand
that everyone is accountable
for actions in the past.
"Everyone is responsible, the
government and every individual Canadian," she says. "We
need to stop feeling guilty and
look from all angles to see the
truth. As students at Red River
College, we are the future.
Whether you're Polish, black,
or aboriginal, we owe it to our
children to succeed as a democratic society by helping each
other out."
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OPINION

've said it before, but I'll say it
again - Canadian politics are boring.
Think about it - if we all lived in
California, we would be able to vote
for the Terminator, the kid from
Dif'rent Strokes, or a porn star,
instead of regular, run-of-the-mill
politicians.
But no. We're stuck with plain old
lawyers, labour and business leaders
and the like when it comes time to
vote. And the sad thing is, it doesn't
have to be this way.
Sure, a lot of people dismissed the
California recall vote as a political
circus, populated by freaks and
sideshows galore. And really, there's
no arguing with that. Anytime you
get 135 candidates running in an
election, including an aging action
star, a faded child star, and a previously unknown porn star, things are
bound to get a little freaky.
But is this a bad thing? Think
about it. The California vote became
international news. When was the
last time anyone outside Manitoba
paid attention to an election here?
Or within Manitoba, for that matter?
(Remember that just over half of the
province's eligible voters actually
came out during the last election.)
Maybe we need just a little bit more
circus with our politics.
The most obvious problem here,
though, is that we don't really have
any celebrities to trot out for
sideshow elections. Our country is
so pathetically devoid of celebrities
that one of the biggest Canadian
stars of the last century was Pierre
Trudeau, and he was a politician
who probably could have become a
movie star if he'd decided to. Let's
face it - when it comes to celebrity

1

and politics, we work backwards at
best.
But here's the problem - we export
most of our star power, so what
would we have to work with if we
did decide to vote celebrities into
office? Perhaps Shania Twain as the
minister of midriffs, or Avril Lavigne
as the minister of wearing ties. Not
exactly stellar political material, and
if there's any justice in the entertainment world, neither of them will
even be celebrities for much longer.
It is clear we have a defici. A gaping hole in our national fabric that
needs to be filled. And since part of
RRC's slogan is "meeting the
demand," perhaps our own humble
college can step in here.
Here's what I'd suggest - a joint
program between RRC and the
University of Winnipeg to train
celebrity politicians. We already
have a solid business administration
program, and so could surely train
candidates in politics. And the U of
W has a great theatre department,
and so could teach them how to act.
Graduates would be a "double
threat:" actors already trained to
become politicians.
Soon, we'd have media-savvy
actors rising to stardom in Canada,
and promptly moving into every
conceivable position of political
power. Our elections would become
the stuff of international news. And
sure, everyone else would dismiss
these elections as a circus, but we'd
know that it was just because they
were jealous of our superstar leaders.
Clearly, this is an idea whose time
has come.
So watch out, Gary Doer - the only
thing holding back the recall vote
now is a lack of capable celebrities
to replace you.
Get your ringside seats now.
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A culture of mistrust

Bring the circus to town
by Joff Schmidt
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by Peter Vesuwalla

S

tudents at the Princess Street
campus have access to state-ofthe-art computers, brand new
digital cameras, a beautiful common
area complete with Internet access for
laptop users, and one of the most environmentally-friendly buildings in the
world.
But judging by the last few issues of
the Projector, it seems as if they do
nothing but whine.
First it was the fact the radio station
still isn't ready. Then it was the fact
there's barely any food services. There's
also the lack of lounge space, and the
fact that there are only two futons,
tucked away in the William building.
Then there's the little matter of the college spending $15,000 on 16 chairs
(which, quite frankly, are ugly, cumbersome, and not particularly comfortable). You'd think the place was a
shambles.
I for one am happy to be here, and
understand that any new facility is
bound to experience growing pains.
Sure I bitched about the radio station
in a previous editorial, but on the
whole, downtown isn't a bad place to
be.
But the morale around campus
among instructors and students alike is
low. Students complain about the lack
of futons on campus as if a place to lie
down and take a nap in a public building is some sort of divine right guaranteed by the Canadian Charter of Rights
and Freedoms. But that's a symptom of
a larger problem.
There's a lack of proper two-way
communication here, and it's affecting
every aspect of student life.
Case in point: last issue I reported
the SA was encouraging creative arts
students to take an unauthorized
spring break, rather than settle for the

college's prescribed four-day weekend.
"I'm sorry that he [SA president Mark
Pawlik] would make that recommendation," said RRC president Jacqie
Thachuk. "That's not the way we'd like
to work with the SA."
Well how would they like to work
with the SA? While the Senior
Academic Committee was busy thinking of ways to make the transition
from a trimester system to a semester
system, then-SA president David
Lyman was urging them to include a
five-day spring break, padded by weekends for a full nine days away from
school.
The SAC didn't Jisten, and now they
face the prospect of a student walk-out.
I asked SAC chair Ken Webb if the committee would reconsider its position
should students decide to skip a week
of school in protest. He gave me a firm,
"No."
The message the administration gives
is that they really don't care what students have to say. I'm sure that's not
the case, but it's the inevitable impression.
It's not just the administration not
listening to students, but the lack of
information they provide that contributes to a culture of mistrust. The
public relations efforts on the part of
the college are a mess when it comes to
students. Since the beginning of the
school year, the college has issued two
media releases. The most recent one,
dated Sept. 9, is about a donation from
Loewen and Paramount Windows.
Mostly, the SA sets the agenda and
the college is left to do damage control.
Then they wonder why students whine
about every little thing.
The college will never be able to
please all the people all the time, but a
little consultation with students, and I
mean real consultation, would go a
long way toward defusing some of
these situations before they start.

Urban reserves an issue for all
by Ruth Shead

U

nless an aboriginal issue
directly affects someone
who's not aboriginal,
the details are generally
ignored. The aboriginal community is left to discuss things
within our own media. City
council's recent unanimous
vote to pass its aboriginal strategy, which encourages proposals for urban reserves, got quite
a bit of coverage in mainstream media, and I can't help
but stretch my fingers in
excitement, declare urban
reserves my new favourite
topic, and join in.,
The last time I was on a
reserve was in 1998. I was
working as a camp co-ordinator for aboriginal youth in
Calgary, and for a cultural
excursion we went to Siksika
First Nation to learn about
sweat lodges, which were foreign to our urban aboriginal
campers.
It's not because I haven't
had the chance that I haven't
returned since. When my sister
lived and worked on Peguis
First Nation she was constantly
inviting me over. When I
worked for the National
Aboriginal Achievement
Foundation in Toronto, my coworker, Lori Kim, would sometimes return to Six Nations,
always welcoming everyone to
join her.
But my main reason for staying in my city environment is

one of the very reasons there's
such enthusiasm for urban
reserves. Truth is (and this will
come across as a generalsweeping statement that does
not intend to, but surely will,
offend) they're far away, and
when you get there, there's
nothing going and nothing
coming.
No, I did not grow up on a
reserve, but somewhere much
worse: a small town, and I
would say the same thing
about life there. Things aren't
exactly accessible, and life isn't
exactly booming with opportunity.
But then again, what is
opportunity?
I don't doubt that urban
reserves will offer all sorts of
business and economic development for Manitoba's aboriginal community, in a larger
market for whatever services
the businesses are involved in,
but at least reserves are rich in
culture. Aboriginal leaders I've
spoken with over the past few
weeks assure me urban reserves
won't result in a loss of tradition and language, but rather
encourage aboriginal culture's
survival.
Jim Bear, a political advisor
for the Southeast Tribal
Council, says along with a
boost in the aboriginal community's economy and morale,
urban reserves will provide
more opportunities for education about tradition and language. He also says urban
reserves will allow the

Aboriginals to better access
general training_and education, as colleges, universities,
and other forms of training are
readily available in cities.
Urban reserves that already
exist in Saskatchewan have
been compared to industrial
parks, areas that lend themselves well to government
office, business ventures, and
education facilities. If First
Nations proposing urban
reserves in Winnipeg follow
this example, urban reserves
won't be for residential purposes, giving
Aboriginal
People the
choice of
where they
want to live.
Having the
choice of
where to
live, while
still working
in and
belonging to
the aboriginal community, is one
of the beauties of urban
reserves,
especially
since the
term
"reserve"
without the
"urban" suggests the
opposite.
I
think
Aboriginal

People are ready for urban
reserves, and I think it's time.
And I love how a number of key
people pushing urban reserves
are white, but is the non-aboriginal population really ready
for urban reserves?
It amazes me how little nonaboriginal people really know, .
or care to know about what
urban reserves mean. I'd be
concerned if I didn't understand exactly how taxes on
urban reserves will work, the
difference between status and
non-status Indians are, and so

on and so forth.
The Indian Act might not be
as entertaining as Harry Potter,
but it has some useful information.
According to the 2001 census, just over 150,000
Manitobans are of aboriginal
decent. Only 92,890 are
Indians (First Nations), 90,650
who are registered under the
Indian Act, or are Status
Indians. The other 950,000
non-aboriginals might want to
really know more.
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Redefining marriage, honouring love: a letter to the editor
October 7, 2003

H

ere's an idea for the
same-sex marriage
debate: prepare to be

upset.
Suppose the government
tries this. All persons wishing
to join in a permanent partnership may do so under the
law, and also under the dictates of their religion in whatever way they may apply
(which may exclude or include
same-sex couples, depending
on the denomination). These
partnerships will be called
whatever - perhaps "civil
unions" - but NOT marriage.
Upon the production of offspring proven by DNA testing
to be the issue of the pair in
question (not adoption), their
civil union will be redefined as

a marriage.
This is the one thing which,
it appears to me, differentiates
a male/female union from
another pairing — the possibility of making babies. If a "traditional marriage" is the union
of a man and a woman, then
by golly let's just define it so
there is no possible doubt.
Does this make you feel
uncomfortable? Me too. But I
want to know — what are we
really arguing about?
The issue cannot be "tradition," since a tradition is not a
good in itself. Ritual stoning is
traditional, after all, as are
burnt offerings. Both these
ancient traditions are now out
of fashion, and seriously illegal
in many countries.
This "tradition" point has
been confused by confetti and

cakes and white dresses, which
are nice traditions but not
especially holy.
If the production of offspring is not the key to marriage, then is the word "marriage" simply a recognition
that the couple in question
have a valid, publicly certified
love, better than other noncertified loves? If this is the
case, then no wonder same-sex
couples want in on it.
Or is it possible that critics
of same-sex marriage, though
not saying so, consider marriage to be the union of two
souls, and they are upset
because two male or two
female souls produce a different amalgam than a male and
a female soul, and only the
third mixture creates that special thing called a marriage?

Darned if I know. Do souls
have genders? Transgendered
people and fundamentalists
give a resounding YES to this
question (one of the few
things they are likely to agree
on). But it's not something you
can prove just by looking - certainly the government is in no
position to decide the sex of
any particular citizen's soul.
And even if this is so, then
what exactly is the difference
between the MM, FF and MF
blends, and what makes only
the latter blend the only officially allowed one?
The labels "natural" and
"unnatural" are no help. Like
"traditional", the n-words can
be used for good as well as for
evil. Lots of wild animals pair
up MM and FF, and whole
species never pair up at all. It's

"natural" for male mammals to
be dangerous to the young of
their species — but this fact,
widely known, is not used to
justify child abuse among
human beings.
If our culture honoured love
- whether it is the love
between married partners,
devoted friends, parents and
children, or farmers and their
land - these arguments would
tend to solve themselves.
Instead, our world has defined
"love" as something you do in
your spare time. That, if you
like, is the true blasphemy.
That is where the healing will
begin, if anywhere - by honouring love, wherever it grows.
'-Holly Nelson
Creative communications,
year two
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Singing for turkeys
"What's better than going home with a fresh turkey.
by Rebecca Kroeker

1/

'Bobby McGee' is one of my
favourite songs. I love to sing
country.
When the machine skipped
out a second time, Miller took
it upon herself to continue
without the aid of back-up
music, or words on the screen.

campus. Blatherwick says he's
planning a similar event for
the
Princess Street students,
S hence fell over the crowd,
tentatively
scheduled for Nov.
the music started, and
27.
words appeared on the TV
"The best entertainment I've
screen. Swinging her long,
ever
done is when students
straight, strawberry hair, Laurie
entertain themselves. If you
Miller, a second-year Red River
have the students entertaining,
College nursing stuit's real. Students entertaining
dent from Selkirk,
"It's a fun way to have a
students," says
Manitoba, began
belting out Janis
noon hour, and the winner Blatherwick.
Keep your eyes out for
Joplin's "Me &
can cook up their winnings." more events put on by the
Bobby McGee." A
Students' Association.
lineup of five
"Bar Night" at Canad
SA
program
director
frozen turkeys lay
Inn's Mardi Gras (2100
on the table
Michael Blatherwick
McPhilips), will be held
behind her.
Oct.
17. Tickets are $2, and
Miller's sweet, raspy
You
could
tell
by
the
crowd's
can
be
purchased at both the
voice caused a loud, energetic
enthusiastic response that she
Ox and Mercantile. Cover
reaction from those gathered
rocked Joplin's song a cappella. charge will be waived, and
in the Tower Lounge at the
"I think she was amazing.
there will be Molson prizes,
Notre Dame campus for RRC's
She was a superstar," says Cat
says Blatherwick.
"Sing for a turkey" karaoke
Martens,
Miller's
friend
and
Another upcoming event is
noon hour event on Thursday,
fellow
nursing
student.
the
"Spooky Kegger" to be
Oct. 2.
Miller won the grand prize
held Oct. 23 in the Cave
The music skipped and came
of a large frozen turkey. Four
Lounge at the Notre Dame
to a halt. The crowd showed
other
contestants
walked
away
campus
with free pool starting
its disapproval, booing loudly.
with the slightly smaller birds.
at 2 p.m. The bar opens at 3
Twenty-eight-year-old Miller
"It's a fun way to have a
p.m., with DJ Hunnicut kickstarted from the top, and took
noon
hour,
and
the
winner
ing things up a notch at 4
it away with just as much feelcan cook up their winnings,"
p.m. Festivities will end at 7
ing as the first time, receiving
says Michael Blatherwick, prop.m.
a wild round of applause from
gram
director
for
the
Students'
"There will be a pumpkin
the students.
Association. "This is my
carving contest, free pool, and
"I was actually just a finalist
favourite event of the year.
some Molson prizes," says
in Winnipeg Star at Coyote's
What
is
better
than
going
Blatherwick.
Nite Club & Billiards on Sept.
home with a fresh turkey?"
17," says Miller.
This is the third year that
"I sing at weddings, in the
karaoke
"nooner" events have
church, and some solos.
taken place at the Notre Dame

Nursing student Laurie Miller wins big at "Sing for

a Turkey"

I need a location... how about Winnipeg?
Improv festival promises spontaneous laughs and audience participation
by Cane Jones
f you've ever wanted to try
your hand at improvisational theatre, you could get
your chance at the fourth
annual If... Winnipeg Improv
Festival. At this year's festival,
artistic director Stephen Sim
has invited professional improvisers from across Canada and
beyond, including Spokane,
WA, and Oxford, England, to
not only perform, but also
teach workshops for those
hungry to learn more about
the art of improv.
"Improv is spontaneous theatre, comedy in the moment,
impulse-based performance,
and really fucking cool," says
Sim.
"What's really cool about the
festival is that you get to see a
number of styles from across
the country mixing and performing together."
According to Sim, a lot of
the performers are volunteering their time because they
want to be involved in the festival. It's an international
improv community developing
and helping each other out,
says Sim.
Workshop instructors will
teach students different forms

I

and styles of improv, including
short form, which involves
shorter scenes and is more scenario-based, and improvised
plays, which are more theatrical and are generally longer.
Instruction in movement and
clowning will also be provided.
The workshops include beginner and advanced instruction,
and range in price from $30 to
$50. All workshop participants
will have the opportunity to
perform what they've learned
at Prairie Theatre Exchange in
the Colin Jackson Studio on
Nov. 7. Following the student
performances, there is also
potential for an "improv jam,"
in which professionals and students could be performing
together.
Prior to the workshops are
the actual shows themselves,
running from Oct. 22 through
Oct. 25.
"Every night we're going to
have a party," says Sim.
"Everyone is busting at the
seams to perform."
Sim made it very clear that
this is not a festival exclusive
to professional improvisers.
"Come see the show, then
party with us," says Sim.
This way the audience has
the opportunity to give the

performers feedback about the
brilliant," he says. Sim teaches
He says it's still young and
shows as well as continue to
at Prairie Theatre Exchange as
evolving, but he'd like to see it
have fun after the shows are
well as teaching his own freeas one of the staple festivals
over.
lance workshops. He is a mem- that make Winnipeg great.
The performances will consist ber of Crumbs, an improv trio
xpect the unexpected," says
of an ensemble cast of impro- that has been performing
Sim. For more information on
visers from across Canada and together since 1997. Sim himprices, workshops and show
further. The ensemble is made self has been learning and pertimes check out the Winnipeg
up of professional improvisers, forming improv since 1992,
Improv Festival site at
however, they will also be and says he believes the
www.winnipegimprov.com.
workshopping before the shows Improv Festival will be around
begin to get into each other's for at least another 20 years.
heads and
develop
professionally
because,
as Sim
says, "we
can all
learn
more."
And that's
really
what the
festival is
about this
year: professiona 1
a n d
community development,
says Sim.
"It's
going to
Local improvisors perform in The Big Stupid Improv Show.
be fucking
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RRC students among Winnipeg Idol hopefuls
Over $3,000 in prizes up for grabs in local Idol contest
by Alexis Jones
The
The search for the next
Winnipeg Idol is underand two Red River
College students are hoping to
sing their way to the title.
Julie Horbal, 20, and JeanMarc Prevost, 19, both creative
communications students, took

the stage at Coyote's Niteclub
and Billiards on Sept. 25, in an
attempt to become one of ten
finalists who will sing once a
week until Winnipeg's newest
idol is chosen.
Of the five contestants that
night, Horbal and Prevost were
clearly crowd favorites. Both
received a rousing round of
applause and cheers, from an

audience comprised mostly of
friends and classmates from
the college. Some female fans'
even waved signs reading, "We
love you" and "Marry me JeanMarc."
"I couldn't have hoped for a
better reaction," said Horbal,
who also auditioned for
Canadian Idol. "I went into it
just hoping not to get booed."

IIMICIWEEN

IOCIAL
Friday, October 31
8 pm, South Gym

*Come in a Costume to WIN*
DVD Player, Coors Light Gear,
Coke Wear, Molson Gear
and MORE.
$5 Advance Student Tickets
available at The Ox Store
& The Mercantile Store
$10 Non-student or
Door Sale
Must be 18+ years to attend.
Please designate a driver.
Do not drink and drive.

RR C Stildellts' AssociationInimal

SPRING BREAK
TRIP NM
You and 49 friends...
March 6-13, 2004...
in Mazatlan, MEXICO

Prevost, who sang in his
Mazatlan.
church choir, said he would
"If I can go any further I
have liked some feedback on
would, but there's a lot of talhis performance from the
ent out there," Prevost said.
judges. But there are no judges' "It's good just to get recogcomments in the audition
nized, but if I can get money
round; they only give comfor it, it's even better."
ments once the field has been
There's a chance the trip to
narrowed down to 10.
Mazatlan could be replaced by
"It would be good to know
a trip to the American Idol
how to improve if you move
finals in Los Angeles, says
on," Prevost said.
Swanson, but she's still trying
Tanya Swanson, Coyote's
to arrange it.
promotions director, said conAccording to Swanson, the
testants don't need to worry
competition just keeps growing
about getting the type of nasty in popularity.
comments that American Idol
"The contest definitely
judge Simon Cowell is notoribrings in more business," she
ous for.
said. "We've had a lot of new
"All the judges have to give people inquire about auditions
positive comments," Swanson and people from the last comsaid. "But I do want them to be petitions do come back again."
h on e st.
"I thought it would be fun,"
The Winnipeg Idol judges Horbal said of her decision to
are Greg Lupul and Barb
audition. "I've performed
Jelly, both from
before, so I thought
Q94-FM, as well
why not go up.
"Before I
as BOB-FM's
there and put
went up I was thinkTroy Scott.
on a little
T h e
show."
ing, 'What's going to hapjudges
Both
pen, are people going to start Horbal
rate
throwing stuff at me?"
each
and
perPrevost
f o r - - Winnipeg Idol contestant, first-year said
m an c e
they
creative
based on
were
communications
vocal elenervous
student
ments,
about the
Jean-Marc Prevost
stage presperformance.
ence, and origi"Initially I was
nality. Unlike the
quite nervous,"
television Idol contests,
Horbal said. "Once I started
the Winnipeg Idol audience singing and moving around it
does not determine which per- felt awesome, and I wanted to
son is cast out. The judges' stay up for another song."
scores determine who stays and
Prevost said his knee was
who
goes. twitching throughout his per"The person who got the
formance, and he hoped no
lowest mark gets kicked off,"
one could tell.
Swanson said.
"Before I went up I was
The auditions finished Oct.
thinking, what's going to hap9. The 10 finalists who will
pen, are people going to start
continue to compete Thursday throwing stuff at me," he said.
nights had not been
"It was really nerve-wracking. I
announced at press time, but
didn't know how I was coming
were scheduled to be named
across."
Friday, Oct. 10 on Q94-FM's
Prevost endeared himself to
morning show. Each week the
the females in the crowd even
finalists will have to showcase
more when he told the auditheir talent in a different musience that he often sings while
cal style, including pop, counhis mom plays the piano.
try, and jazz, among others.
"After Jean-Marc sang a class"I am crossing my fingers,"
mate said to me 'you know,
Horbal said of going on to the
you had it in the bag, but he
next round of competition. "At sings with his mom," Horbal
first I didn't care, but if I do go said.
on it'll be something fun to
"My mom is a piano
do."
teacher," said Prevost, who
Prevost said he's mainly
doesn't even read music. "She
interested in the prizes, worth
tried to teach me, but I didn't
over $3,000 dollars. The winhave the discipline. I can play
ner's prize package, which
the piano, but I do everything
Prevost described as "enticing," by ear."
includes $1,000 cash, a tanThe previous winners of
ning package, studio recording
Winnipeg Idol are Charlene
time for a single that will
Jones, a singer in the Boogie
receive airplay on Q94-FM, a
Knights Band, and Maria
CD cover photo shoot, a music Melendez, who dropped out of
video shoot, a karaoke
the music scene after getting
machine, and a trip for two to
married.

Packages starting at only
Sign up by Wednesday, October 29
Room DM20, Notre Dame
or Room P110, Princess
Information meeting on
4 pm, Tuesday, October 21, White Lecture Theatre

BOREALIS BOOKS

INVENTORY
CLEARANCE SALE

50% OFF
ALL REMAINING STOCK
468

MAIN STREET — PHONE

475-4669

E-MAIL: BOREALISBOOKS@MTS.NET
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Dining on a shoestring
The Projector's guide to fine student eatin'

by Heather Esselmont
t has to taste good, the service has to be decent, and it
better be cheap.
If you're dining on a student
budget, this is what you're
looking for when picking a
restaurant. But who has time
to research every cafe, pizzeria,
and burger joint in town? I
recently took it upon myself to
explore some of Winnipeg's
finest dining establishments,
and have put together a list of
restaurants fit for a student's
budget, that don't compromise.
service or taste.

/

Paladin Restaurant
588 Des Meurons in
St. Boniface
Paladin Restaurant is the
place to go when you want a
homecooked meal but don't
feel like preparing anything. It
offers a varied menu, from
steak to sandwiches, with big
portions and friendly service,
at a price that won't hurt your
wallet. At $4.75, the house
salad is big enough for two,
and comes with perfectly-seasoned garlic bread, that's toasted just right. I recommend the
taco salad. A mound of cheese
is piled high on lettuce, tomato and beef, all in a taco bowl,
and at $8.50, you are definitely
getting a bang for your buck.
Note: The place mats list 28
available drinks, along with
recipes for each, from the Tom
Collins to the Shirley Temple.
Garbonzo's Pizza
In the Canad Inns Express at
1792 Pembina Hwy
Garbonzo's Pizza offers one
of the greatest deals around —
purchase.a fountain drink and
you can buy a 12-inch medium
pizza for only $8.99. With
combos like pepperoni and
bacon, deluxe, vegetarian and

Hawaiian, there's a flavour to
satisfy everyone. The pizza is
delicious, with ideal crust,
tangy sauce, and plentiful toppings. This deal is on every
day, so be sure to take advantage of it.
Stump your friends with the
trivia cards that are on each
table of this sports-themed
restaurant.
Ichiban
189 Carlton, downtown
Mondays are the best time to
eat at Ichiban, when the
restaurant offers certain items
from their sushi menu at half
price. Ichiban has been known
to be quite expensive, so this
deal is sure to please students
looking for a good meal, but
don't want to pay an arm and
a leg for it. For a delicious
treat, check out their dessert
menu, featuring a tempura
banana sundae. The restaurant
has a wonderful ambience,
complete with servers in traditional Japanese dress.
Massawa
200-121 Osborne
and
Pyramid Falafel
2-510 Sargent Avenue
If you're in the mood to try
something different, a taste of
Ethiopia might be what you
are looking for. Massawa and
Pyramid Falafel are home to
the best Ethiopian food in
town. Both have awesome veggie dishes, and encourage diners to eat with their hands.
Injera bread is light and thin,
and to die for. Used to scoop
up delectable morsels of food,
Inj era doubles as cutlery. This
is fun dining at its best.

Dim Sum Garden
277 Rupert Street

and
notably at the dinner hour and
Marigold Restaurants
on Friday nights.
Various locations
If you are in the mood for
Baked Expectations
Chinese food, treat yourself to
161 Osborne and
scrumptious shrimp and pork
695 Empress
dumplings at Dim Sum
After enjoying a nice dinner,
Garden. The Marigold
check out Baked Expectations
Restaurant also serves up tasty
in the Village, or its newest
food, and with seven locations location on Empress. The
scattered around Winnipeg
eatery's main courses are excelyou can get
mouth-waternowng,11),,W
assommod
ing food without having to
travel far.

lent, but it's the dessert that's
worth going for, including
pecan squares, tiramisu, and
my personal favourite, a rich,
velvety cheesecake. The list
goes on and on. The desserts
are big enough to share (if
you're feeling generous), but
they are so delectable you just
might want it all for yourself.

Dairi-Wip
Drive-In
383 Marion
Street
Looking for a
good burger
and fries, but
tired of the
same old fastfood joints?
The Dairi-Wip
Drive-In is definitely a place
you should try. photo
A blueberry
milkshake goes
Two of Winnipeg's best locations for fine student cuisine
great with a
giant
chiliburger,
($4.35) and
massive portion of fries
($2.35). Be
sure to go
with a friend,
because these
burgers are
definitely
enough for
two. It does
take time to
get your
order, but the
wait is definitely worth
it. Just
beware of the
lines, most
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"Thomson's use of colour in
his autumn work is so vibrant„
like the paintings are windossis
Imo what he was seeing,' was
another comment from
for at the gallery.
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"You can see the brush strokes turn
from the large, indecipherable globs of an
a1T1 ateur with talent, to the tiny, marvelous
details of a master artist."

a visitor to the Winnipeg Art Gallery's
'Min Thomson exhibit
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paintings by Thomson,, as well
as numerous works by other
artists of his time. Arranged
chronologically, the collection
presents the paintings as they
displayed an obvious skill and

style, unique to "thontson in
his time.
"You can see the brush
strokes turn frotii the large,
indecipherable 'globs of an
ainateur svith talent, to the
tiny, marvelous details of a
rnaster artist," said one tibserver of Thomson's works.

acquired
a nuinber
of other
skills as
well,
becoming
expericcd
rnan,

an expert
canoeist,
which
1 his death by
drowning in 1917 sparked
such suspicion. Thomson's life
and death has been sublect to
the posthumous mythology
commonly surrounding great
artists. Some people belieVf.
that Thomson lived in the
woods alone for sometime

before,: efrgingw1th,: his..104$
terriieCgs4i':*vvOOO*ptOpheC':,,
Others tielieve00:04',4eiiiitt•
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knovvn, and in'ingelgAtely pet p .e decided for themselves
he Was n urdtred z. the
no uric knows for sure.
The Torn Thor-nso exhibit
Brought to Winnipeg by the
' liery of Ontario and the
0-ial Gallery of Cana
The Winitifieg Art Gallery
offers tours of tliis exhibit on
:.days until Dec. 7. TliPrii
number of lectures
and hire se mations offered during the t,it the exhibit is
running_
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Plimpton inspired "that Winnipeg sound"
by Marc Zienkiewicz
he recent passing of
George Plimpton was a
mere blip on most people's radar screens. I must
admit, I didn't know much
about him before he died,
other than the fact he made a
guest appearances on The
Simpsons and in the film Good
Will Hunting. It's sad in a way
that a great writer must die
before the younger generation
discovers his work.
What's even sadder is that
Plimpton's connection with
Winnipeg seems forgotten.
After delving into his work
and reading about his life, I
realized that Plimpton was an
indispensable writer, one of
the 20th century's truly great
journalists. Unfortunately,
writers are not the trendiest
characters around. When a
great one passes on, most people tend to shrug their shoulders, and go about their daily
business.
Seventy-six-year-old
Plimpton was a recipient of
this reaction. His death has
been all but ignored by local
media. Local newspapers ran a
generic obituary that appeared
in numerous other papers
around the country. Hardly a
fitting tribute to a man who
helped change the face of journalism.
Working as a sports writer in

T

the 1950s, Plimpton defined
the concept of "participatory
journalism." He realized that
merely sitting in the stands
watching a game severely
reduced one's overall experience of it. Therefore, he did
something a lot of sports fans
fantasize about, but which virtually none of them ever do.
Plimpton left the stands and
became a part of the action
itself. This technique is now
taken for granted, but he was
one of the first people to make
it part of the journalistic ethos.
In the early 1960s, Plimpton
took to the field as a quarterback for the Detroit Lions,
which he documented in his
classic book Paper Tiger. In his
book Open Net, he wrote about
his brief stint as a goaltender
for the Boston Bruins. He
played horseshoes with George
Bush Sr. in 1989, a photo of
which shows George Bush Jr.
standing timidly in the background, looking every bit like
the boorish frat boy that he
has shown himself to be as
president over the last few
years.
Plimpton's "participation"
didn't just include sports,
though. Few Winnipeggers
know that he "performed" as
part of the New York
Philharmonic orchestra right
here in Winnipeg.
I discovered this while reading his book The Best of

specifics. My attempt to reach
Sound.' When Mr. Bernstein
Plimpton. While reading
someone at the New York
wants a really loud fortissimo
Plimpton's article "Music: An
Philharmonic failed.
during rehearsal, he calls out,
Address at a New York
'All right, I'd like the Winnipeg Something no doubt exists on
Philharmonic Luncheon," my
microfilm at the Winnipeg
Sound, if you please!"
eye caught the word
Public Library, but looking
I couldn't find any details
"Winnipeg" buried in one of
through every entertainment
about this event anywhere, or
the paragraphs. Needless to
section of the Free Press from
from anyone, in Winnipeg. In
say, I sat up and took notice.
the year 1968 just isn't realishis book, he refers to the locaIt was circa 1968, and the
tic.
tion only as "the auditorium,"
New York Philharmonic was
Anyone interested in reading
making it difficult to say at
touring Canada with the
Plimpton's work will realize
which venue this took place.
famous Leonard Bernstein as
that he was one of the most
Employees of the Concert
conductor. Eager to "perform"
Hall couldn't tell me anything. important journalists of the
as part of the orchestra,
20th century. It's a shame, and
Phone calls to various enterPlimpton got permission from
quite frustrating, that his conBernstein to play the gong dur= tainment reporters at the Free
nection with Winnipeg is
Press also turned up nothing.
ing their Winnipeg performThe few websites that mention shrouded in mystery.
ance.
this event give no useful
When Bernstein gave him
the signal,
Plimpton
smacked the
gong much
harder than it
was supposed
.V.*Vngn.
to be hit.
N.4,esaif
"...an enormous wave of
sound welled
up and swept
out across the
heads of the
musicians," he
writes. "The
Philharmonic
musicians still
joke about the
enormous
noise I produced. They
call it the
'Winnipeg
Plimpton's musical "performance" in Winnipeg remains largely a mystery.
:

Robert Palmer: Style,
substance, sex and
influence
of his solo album Riptide. It
featured the top five hit
"Addicted to Love," and more
hen Robert Palmer
importantly,
it produced one
died suddenly after
of
the
most
famous
videos in
suffering a heart
rock music history. You know
attack on Sept. 26, comments
on his influence were nowhere the one I'm talking about —
where Palmer is backed by a
to be found. And given the
band featuring identically
legacy he has left the music
dressed women.
world with, you can start to
In an interview with the
see why.
BBC, Palmer said it
The career of
struck a fashion
"He
Robert Palmer
in all
had a strong influence note
was a study
directions.
in
style
over other musicians —
"I
versus
think
it
especially
visually,
with
his
subwas
a
stance.
ground breaking videos,"
package
His earlirolled
est work, s - Elkie Brooks', Palmer's former
into one
such
a
that had to
bandmate
1975's Pressure
do with the
Drop and 1978's
timing,
the sounds
Double Fun, won Palmer
praise for his skillful assimila- and everything just fell into
tion of rock, R&B, and reggae place," he said.
With his unique style, sound
sounds. But his records sold
and
look, the blue-eyed soul
poorly, and he achieved notorisinger
made it ultra cool in the
ety only as a well-dressed
'80s
to
wear black mini-dresslounge
lizard.
es,
slick
backed hair, and deepIt was during the '80s that
shadowed
eye makeup.
Palmer achieved mainstream
Elkie
Brooks,
Palmer's former
recognition. Teaming with the
bandmate,
was
devastated
by
Duran Duran side project
the news.
Power Station, he scored hits
"He had a strong influence
with the singles "Some Like it
over
other musicians — espeHot" and "Get It On".
cially visually, with his
His biggest claim to fame,
ground-breaking videos," she
though, came with the release
said in an interview with the

By Terry Vandenbroeck

W
Robert Palmer 1949 - 2003

Support Groups
For Adults who have OCD
Each meeting is held at the SMD CLEARINGHOUSE
at 825 Sherbrook Street from 7:00 to 9:00 PM
October 28th — Guest Father Fred speaks about Scrupulosity
November 25th — "Eugene" a man suffering with OCD speaks
about his struggle with this disorder and addictions.
2004 Dates: 4th Tuesda of Each Month
For Friends and Family of OCD Sufferers
Each meeting is held at the SMD CLEARINGHOUSE
at 825 Sherbrook Street from 7:30 to 9:30 PM
2003/2004 Dates: 2nd Thursday of Each Month
Obsessive Compulsive Information and Support Centre Inc.
204-825 Sherbrook Street, Wpg, MB R3A 1M5
ph. 942-3331 fax 772- 6706
www.ocdmanitoba.ca
info@ocdmanitoba.ca

BBC.
Kerry Lockhart, music
department director at BOBFM, says Palmer was a shining
example of class and style.
"He helped revolutionize the
way videos are made. He was a
leader not a follower," said
Lockhart.
To see evidence of the
impression Palmer left, you
only need to turn on your television and watch any music
video station. Nelly and P.
Diddy videos, in particular, are
littered with his fingerprints.
Palmer was a pioneer in the
evolution of sex, music and
videos.
Chris Lynch, an on-air radio
personality for Power 97, isn't
a Robert Palmer fan but
acknowledges his effects.
"He brought the whole sex
influence to a higher level in
music and video," said Lynch.
Being one of the first to use
women primarily as sexual
objects has to be considered a
part of his legacy.
Christian Hall, program
director for Power 97, says
Palmer had maybe one of the
greatest influences on music
videos.
"Girls, girls, girls. I still can't
turn on Much (Music) without
seeing some woman shaking
it," said Hall.
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Mung back after seven-year hiatus
needs them."
turnout, and everyMung's punk-metal sound lit one there had ear-toup venues like the West End
ear grins plastered on
ung, one of
Cultural
Centre,
and
the
now
their faces.
Winnipeg's most
defunct Rendezvous during the
"Mung brings out
memorable local
mid
'90s,
building
a
loyal
base
the
best in everybands, is back together, and I
of
fans
who
would
show
up
body!"
shouted Dave
feel it is my duty as an avid
religiously to each and every
Regiet an old-school
music lover to spread the good
one of Mung's effervescent per- Mung fan, from his
word.
prime space in the
I admit I took a risk in doing formances.
"Good memories," recalls
moshpit.
the story, considering
"It's like a fucking
what"mung" means and every- Gwen Trutnau, an early fan of
the
band's,
referring
to
a
parfamily
reunion in
thing, I was unsure if the
titular event Mung showcased
here!" yelled John
Projector would print a piece
known as Zoo Year's Eve.
from the stage.
with the word "mung" in it.
I
remember
going
to
Mung
"It's good to see
But in the end, I figured that
shows and shaking my little
everyone come out
since the word hasn't been
again," added Lisa,
uttered in its best context since punk rock fists in the air, joyously
bellowing
out
song
lyrics
"(To see) all the old
1998, there was room for leeto "Jock Hunt" and "Lick the
faces - it's awesome!"
way.
I wondered if it was Mung is ready to rock again. Just don't ask them about their name.
The group, whose members Sweat," where words like "scrotum"
and
"meat
hook"
were
a
difficult
task for the
don't use their last names,
band to remember
formed in the early '90s when thrown
their songs after all Edmonton, Alberta.
know what Mung means, I
John (guitars) recruited Scott
this time. But
And, if all goes well, you
suggest you go to their next
(bass) from his busking post
according
to
may
be
awaiting
the
release
of
show (the date of which is yet
right off the street. The band
"Come out to the shows,
Scott, they a Mung Christmas album by
to be determined) and ask
went through two drummers
this time next year.
John. He named the band, so
before grabbing hold of Chris, have a good time, love one another j u s
rc aecd"It'll be some traditional
he should have no problem
who makes up the entire tri- - especially that guy that's passed out
Christmas songs and then
defining it for you. Besides, the
force of Mung.
furious- some original stuff, but all
with his face in the urinal."
definition truly isn't someIn order to pursue other
ly" before related to Christmas," said
thing that we can print.
interests, the band split seven
the show, Scott in reference to the fesyears ago when Scott headed
and
every- tively Mung idea.
- Scott, Mung bassist
for Canada's West Coast. John
thing
clicked
Musically, you can count on
fronted a band called Boldface
once they got on stage, the band to remain true to
Industry, and Chris created the around
with elated immatulike it hadn't been that long a t their punk-metal roots, with a
group Liqurd.
rity,
and
fantastic
times
were
a11.
little more speed, volume, and
Several of the band's fans
had by all.
"We're what
gain, said bassist Scott, who
didn't think the day would
"Come out to the shows,
Corrosion of Conformity
likes to collect and build cuscome when the vivaciops trio
have
a
good
time,
love
one
could've
been
in
the
mid-'80s
tomized action figures in his
would re-visit the stage togethMiira on thR wall,
another - especially that guy
if they'd had a sense of
spare time.
er, pulling their punches of
that's
passed
out
with
his
face
WQ
havR
$tudRnt fashions
humour,"
he
said,
adding
that
Mung are back to stir the
comical lunacy upon their
in
the
urinal,"
advises
Scott,
he
would
probably
be
going
to
for
ong
and all
pot,
and
love
'em
or
hate
'em,
usual crowd of beer-swilling,
his tattoos revealing bits and
hell for saying it.
you won't be able to escape
hardcore Mungers.
With a new album in the
them, so you might as well
But then again, not everyone pieces of his unique personaliworks,
Mung has their sights
tY.
get used to their presence in
lacks such faith.
The first show that followed
set on a local producer. They
the local music scene, because
Phil Squarie Jr., one of the
the band's lengthy hiatus
also plan to record locally, as
it will be dominant.
band's largest supporters over
recently took place at the
their last album was done in
And if you really want to
the years, wasn't too surprised
Albert. It was a benefit show
by the reunion. Neither was
for the Sunshine House, a
miira
Lisa, a strong presence in
hospice for those who suffer
Winnipeg's music scene, and
from AIDS.
long-time Mung devotee.
designs
"We raised close to
"It's good to see another true
pants jackets t-shirts
$1,000," says Scott, adding
punk rock band back togethfleece pants & vests
Earn Money Working
that if the venue had been
er," she says, acknowledging
bigger, even more money
Part Time/ Full Time
the positive energy that surGrand Opening Oct 17th
could
have
been
raised
for
rounds the band in their
Create Your Own Schedule
Mon-Sat 10-5pm
the cause. "That'll be next
efforts to reunite.
Be a part of the fastest growing industry in the world today
time."
Located @ 374 Donald
"It's good for the scene, it's
The show had an excellent
good for them - the scene
Ph: 254-5634
Or fill out our no obligation survey at
Fx: 944-8238

by Bree Marks

M

STUDENTS NEEDED

Call: (204) 338-2624

www.findfreedom.com/phanmblv
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Man Without a Past kicks off Kaurismaki festival
The Man Without a Past

Directed by: Aki Kaurismaki
Starring: Markku Peltolo and
Kati Outinen
Aki Kaurismaki festival at
Cinematheque

by Trevor Kuna
or the month of October,
Cinematheque, located in
the Artspace building on
Albert Street, is screening six
Aki Kaurismaki films. The
Finnish filmmaker's latest film,
The Man Without A Past, is the
first installment of the miniature deadpan comedy festival.
Winner of the Grand Jury
Prize at the Cannes Film
Festival, The Man Without A
Past stars unnotable actor
Markku Peltolo as a gangly,
chain smoking greaser who
loses his memory following a
brutal beating compliments of
a trio of hooligans. An impoverished family inhabiting a

F

transport container on the
shoreline of Helsinki befriends
Peltolo, and nurses him back
to health.
He rents a vacated transport
container, and begins his new
life as a man with no name.
For daily nourishment he frequents the mobile Salvation
Army soup kitchen where he
meets Irma (played by Kati
Outinen, who won the Best
Actress award at Cannes for
her role). A shy, middle-aged
volunteer who doles out soup
to the less fortunate, Irma is
enamoured by his charm, and
agrees to go on a date with
him.
Kaurismaki's use of dry
humour comes into play as we
see Peltolo entertain Irma in
his decrepit trailer, making use
of what food he can afford,
which ends up being a can of
peas, a few potatoes, and mystery meat. In contrast to North
American films where classy

music plays in the background while the characters
enjoy an extravagant meal,
Peltolo's musical entertainment consists of a refurbished
jukebox found in a junkyard.
With the sound of old rock
and roll spouting from the
contraption, Peltolo and Irma
fall in love.
To be perfectly honest,
within the first 30 minutes, I
didn't feel this film was
deserving of any award, let
alone Best Actress for the role
of Irma. Perhaps it was the
boredom I was experiencing
because nothing was really
happening. I was beginning to
feel like I couldn't appreciate a
foreign film after having years
of North American tripe
shoved down my throat. But
wait! There appears to be a
light at the end of the tunnel. I
actually found myself waiting
for the next scene, eager to see
what happens to Peltolo and

his surrounding cast, hoping
good fortunes would cross
their paths.
By the end I also understood
why Outinen received her Best
Actress Award. Her role as a
demure, middle-aged volunteer, who finds love with a
vagabond was played to perfection.
When you do have time to
spare from your busy life, I

highly recommend you check
out this film. Recently released
on DVD (Oct. 7), you now
have something to do on the
weekend. Seeing the alternate
view on character roles makes
The Man Without A Past more
appealing than the glitz and
glamour Hollywood has to
offer. Now if you don't mind,
I'm going to attend the next
chapter at the festival.
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The Rock breaks through in

The Rundown

The Rundown

Starring: The Rock; SeanWilliam Scott, Christopher
Walken
Directed by:

by Ian Wheeler
ow, I know what you're
thinking. The Rock is in
another movie? Who
would be stupid enough to pay
to see it on the silver screen?
Despite his last big screen
appearance, Dwayne Johnson,
better known as the musclebound character The Rock
from the WWE (World
Wrestling Entertainment),
suprisingly pulls off an
admirable performance in his
first action-comedy role in The
Rundown. Alongside The Rock
is Sean-William Scott (American
Pie, Dude, Where's My Car), the

N

movie's comedic backbone.
Though lacking in areas, this
upbeat action-comedy-drama
will leave average moviegoers
all happy and gooey on the
inside, with no doubt that they
got their money's worth.
The movie begins with The
Rock as Beck, a bounty hunter
trying to get out of the business. But he needs to finish
one final task before following
his true dream of owning a
restaurant. He has to bring his
boss's bumbling, wannabetreasure-hunting son, Travis
(Scott), back from the Brazilian
Amazon. Although reluctant,
he knows what he has to do.
He sets off to find Travis, but
falls into some complications
with Hatcher (Christopher
Walken), a corrupt dictator who
has created a gold-mining
empire, and entrapped the

Brazilian
townspeople
with
low
wages
for
slave labour.
Hatcher
decides that
he does not
want Beck to
take Travis
away. Throw
in the fact
that Travis
does not
want to
leave the jungle until he finds a
legendary monument called
the Gato, and you have yourself
a plot line full of twists and
turns that are not going to go in
Beck's favour.
The movie, with its clichedriven genres of comedy,
drama, and action all rolled
into one, is tossed out of the

mixer, leaving viewers a bit
confused as to which part of
the movie store it belongs in.
And although it serves its purpose of having huge explosions
and cheap laughs, The
Rundown offers nothing you
haven't seen before. The movie
could have also use more
scenes involving Walken, who

steals the show every time
he walks on screen.
Despite its downfalls, The
Rock and Scott have good
chemistry throughout most
of the movie, especially during the more comedic parts
like, the monkey scene and
the poisonous fruit scene.
Don't walk into this
movie thinking that you are
going to find a hidden gem,
because you are going leave
the theatre upset, wishing
you had stayed home to
watch the most recent episode
of Survivor. But if you enjoy
big-budget Hollywood movies
with tons of action and lots of
lowbrow laughs, The Rundown
is the movie for you.
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Coming-of-age film more like "tweens-gone-wild"
Where's Montel Williams when you need him?
Thirteen
Directed by: Catherine
Hardwicke
Starring: Evan Rachel Wood
and Nikki Reed

by Lindsay Winter
is the solution for
aanyone
nyone going through
daytime talk-show withdrawal now that school has
begun.
In just under two hours, this
movie, which is like an extended version of the "It's 11 p.m.,
do you know where your kids
are?" advertisement, will help
you catch up on all those
"tweens-gone-wild" talk shows
make so much use of.
In her directorial debut,
Catherine Hardwicke blatantly
attempts to mimic the shockand-awe approach used by
Larry Clarke in his controversial film Kids. But honestly, I
was more shocked that the
Globe Cinema in Portage Place
offers free parking validation,
than at seeing 13 year olds
prancing around in thongs.
Holly Hunter portrays Mel, a
recovering alcoholic, and single mother of 13-year-old Tracy
(Evan Rachel Wood). Life is
good.
Then Tracy enters grade
seven. Uh-oh.

Her pigtails and cutesy animal socks prompt snickers
from the older and cooler girls.
Tracy becomes determined to
befriend Evie, the hottest girl
in school (played by Nikki
Reed, who also co-wrote the
script at age 13). Innocent
Tracy decides to cash in on a
shoplifting spree with Evie and
her then-best friend. The crime
spree allows them to bond.
Tracy is suddenly cool, and
they become best friends,
resulting in peer pressure/anarchy at its best.
In a matter of four months,
Evie's manipulative influences
expose Tracy to smoking,
drugs, alcohol, promiscuous
sex, bisexuality, threesomes,
rap music, and of course, let's
not forget those thongs.
At this point, I began praying Montel Williams would
make a guest appearance, and
hurl the obnoxious duo off to
boot camp. Alas, this never
happened, and I had to endure
another hour of jaded teens
spewing poisonous remarks at
their concerned parents, siblings, friends, etc.
The movie left me with
questions about important
characters, such as Tracy's
estranged father, Mel's
boyfriend, and Evie's non-existent parents, all of whom were
briefly introduced into the

plot, yet never fully explored. I
was equally annoyed with the
sub-plots. Hardwicke introduces situations like physical
and sexual abuse, self-mutilation, divorce, gangs, and biracial relationships, and then
lets them hang there without
explanation.
The actual theme of the
movie, which I believe lies
somewhere between a tacky
coming-of-age and a motherdaughter rivalry flick, is ultimately lost in the black hole of
Hardwicke's-excessive desire to
squish every single issue facing
society into a two-hour film.
Yet I will credit the cast. The
acting was amazing. Veteran
actress Holly Hunter is intense
and believable as the mother
who is desperately trying to
maintain her sanity in her
house of havoc. Wood, and
newcomer Reed, successfully
play up the fickle immaturity
of young girls. They are annoying, and they do it well.
The movie is supposedly
based upon actual experiences
of co-writer and actress Reed,
yet I'm still not convinced it
really is. Coming from the
Saved By the Bell generation, I
could be considered naive, yet
I feel Thirteen's representation
of youth today was exaggerated for shock value.
The movie, like the 13-year-

old girls who star in it, wears
too much makeup. There was
so much crap piled on that I
couldn't tell what was real and

what was embellished for
image purposes.

Saving you hours of decision-making:
DVD shelf help
Plots, supplements and bottom lines ease tremendous DVD choices
by Matthew Lacroix
hen contemplating
your video rental,
hours can pass as
you hmm and hah before
choosing what turns out to be
a dud film. Don't let this happen to you. To aid your rental
reckoning, DVD Shelf Help
offers reviews and information
about the latest DVDs.

W

Going Postal

During the '80s and '90s,
there were numerous incidents
of disgruntled U.S. postal
employees shooting and
killing their coworkers. Why
does this happen? Well, the
mail never stops, and all postal
workers have deep psychological issues. This is the premise
in Going Postal, starring Brad
Garrett (the brother in
Everybody Loves Raymond), as
Oren, a mail deliverer working
out of a small regional post
office.
A normal day for Oren
includes hearing voices, stalking a female coworker, and
sleeping in a tent beside a running lawn mower with tin foil
wrapped around his head.
Observing Oren and his equal-

ly troubled coworkers is Dr.
Brink, a psychologist trying to
prevent mailroom massacres.
Not surprisingly, he fails and
almost everyone gets shot.
Originally made in 1998,
this film seems inappropriate
after the horrible events of
Columbine and Sept. 11.
Intended to be a dark comedy,
it now seems voyeuristic and
creepy.
Supplements: The half-hour
Making of Going Postal is more
interesting than the film.
Director Jeffrey F. Jackson talks
about the film's "curse" and
the documentary Death &
Taxes he made about a farmer
who shot it out with federal
agents after refusing to pay his
taxes.
Bottom Line: Rent Death &
Taxes instead.
Run Ronnie Run

The TV show COPS was reality television before the term
had even been coined.
Police chasing an inebriated
man of southern distinction
who spouted unlikely stories
made for some good entertainment back in the day. In this
film, Ronnie Dobbs is such a

man. He's a mullet-wearing
trailer park denizen who has a
knack for getting arrested.
Terry Twillstein, former
infomercial host, gets Ronnie
his own show after seeing him
on a COPS-like TV program.
Each week, in a different city,
the cameras roll as Ronnie outruns the police and gets arrested. He becomes a Hollywood
celebrity but loses his deviant
gusto in the process. He
returns home only to find his
life in danger from the governor and a group of ex-reality
TV stars.
The film loses momentum
after an hour, but the many,
(and sometimes irrelevant)
parodies throughout this film
make it worth watching.
Reality TV parodies include
Fishin' With Guns and
Elimination Island, where the
voted-off contestant is eaten
by the remaining survivors.
The many celebrity cameos
include Jack Black singing an
R-rated children's song, and
Scott Thompson acting as a
covert agent for the worldwide
gay conspiracy. Watch for
Jackie Chan-style stunts-gonewrong during the closing credits.
Supplements: A good number

of deleted scenes and a mock
R&B video made by the stars
of the film.
Bottom Line: A solid rental
with some clever laughs.
Recent releases
The Dancer Upstairs - John
Malkovick's directorial debut
about a Peruvian'policeman,
played by Javier Bardem,
searching for a terrorist.

Christopher
Guest's third mockumentary

A Mighty Wind -

I

after Waiting for Guffman
and Best in Show. Eugene
Levy, Catherine Ohara star
with a cast of familiars.
Daddy Day Care

-Businessman Eddie Murphy
starts a day care with his
friends,
with predictable hilarious
results.
Children dig holes at a
Texas juvenile detention camp
in this Disney
film starring Sigourney
Weaver.

Holes -

A O^Custom Gear For A Custom Lifestyle
Store Hours

0

Mon. to Friday
11:00am to 7:00pm

C)

Saturday's
11:00am-6:00 pm
Sunday's Closed

with this ad

Expiry Date:
June 30/04

Excluding hemp clothing
Cannot be combined with any other offer

1-204-654-3933
496 Larsen Ave at Watt Street
Pipes, Tobacco Accessories, Hemp Accessories, Body Jewelry, Fireworks,
Magazines, Books and other Gift Wear.
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Star rating system: how the art will make you feel
Leftover turkey
Leftover turkey with cranberry sauce
Leftover turkey with cranberry sauce and gravy
Leftover turkey with cranberry sauce, gravy, and stuffing
Leftover turkey with cranberry sauce, gravy, stuffing, and
pumpkin pie with whipped cream

THURSDAY
War All The Time

SARAH BRIGHTMAN
Harem
EMI

ro ue/"Victory Rec

13.

as a music fan - ****
as a manly man around
my friends - Sara who?
As a fan of music, sometimes I find
myself trying to find something out of
the way from my normal musical tastes.
So, as I raided the Projector's office looking for a free disc, I came across Harem,
Sarah Brightman's latest release.
For those who are unfamiliar, Sarah
Brightman is the ex-wife of legendary
Broadway producer Andrew Lloyd
Webber, and quite the star in her own
right for her work in Phantom of the
Opera. But for those who are just looking for a condensed version of some
cheesy musical, you're looking in the
wrong place.
While possibly too artsy for the average pop catalogue, there are nonetheless some poppy beats to go along with
Brightman's overwhelmingly talented
singing abilities. Vocally, a comparison
could be made to Tori Amos. But where

Amos seemingly descends into madness
with every single song, Brightman
serves up a lighter fare that wouldn't be
out of place in any high-class establishment. Think talent without lunacy.
"Starry Night" without van Gogh cutting his ear off.
With mesmerizing musical arrangements serving as a perfect accompaniment to Brightman's enchanting voice,
Harem is truly deserving of a place in
any music fan's collection, but be careful. Pull this one out in the wrong
crowd and you're liable to get a wedgie.
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MEAT LoAp

NICKELBACK
The Long Road
Roadrunner Records/EMI

Couldn't Have aiFd` It ,Better

***1/2
Not to sound tacky, but it has "been
a long road" for Nickelback. Coming
all the way from Brooks, Alberta, they
have conquered the billboard charts.
The Long Road, the follow-up to their
platinum-selling Silver Side Up, has big
shoes to fill, but accomplishes its goal.
I assume you're reading this because
you are a Nickelback fan. Otherwise,
you might as well flip the page. Critics
are not welcome. This is a Nickelback
album. It sounds, smells, tastes, and
looks like Nickelback. You are not getting anything new here. So if you
already hate Nickelback, this album is
not going to change your mind.
Although it's not all that catchy,
"Someda," the first single, eventually

grows on you. But if you listen to the
radio, it will get nauseating.
The first track, "Flat on the Floor,"
aptly starts the album. It's very fast,
upbeat, and gets you going.
If you live, breathe, and eat
Nickelback, you won't be disappointed
in this album. It fulfills all the needs
and hopes any straightforward,
Nickelback-loving rocker wants. It's all
about the Nickelback.
- Ian Wheeler
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Bob l ylan's "Forever; Young."
At S6, Meat Loaf isn't exactly you al
anymore lle sounds• as energetic as'
ever on this album though, which is
definitely something to celebrate
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A PERFECT CIRCLE

IRON MAIDEN
Dance of Death

'he Thirteenth Ste

***
In 2000, Iron Maiden made a triumphant return with their album Brave
New World. The album recaptured the
magic that was Maiden. So when I heard
about Iron Maiden's new album, Dance
of Death, I rushed out and bought it,
expecting that if the reformed group in
2000 could put out such a great disc,
than this one would be twice as good
since the pressure is off. Alas, Dance of
Death isn't the unbelievable album I had
hoped for - it's just the same old
Maiden. But I got no problems with the
same old Maiden.
The setup of this album is like every
Iron Maiden album. There are a few fast
songs, a few slow ones, and the mandatory low-to-high-to-low-"Fear of the

Dark"-type song in the track "No More
Lies." This song will surely make it into
the live set; it is classic Maiden.
The ultimate strength of this record,
like every Iron Maiden album, is the
band's triple guitar attack. The guitars
are so melodic they seem to almost sing
along with Bruce Dickinson's vocals.
This album is not radical enough to
gain any new fans, but with this record,
the band does a great job of keeping the
fans it already has.
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On the Road continues to inspire generations
by Elizabeth Soto
Recommended: On The Road,
by Jack Kerouac
Recommended by: Alfredo
Valenzuela, automotive technician student
lfredo Valenzuela, a student in Red River
College's automotive
technician Diploma program,
first read Jack Kerouac's novel
On the Road two years ago. His
love of music and Jim
Morrison led him to pick up a
copy of the book, having read
that Kerouac was one of
Morrison's favourite authors.
"The book is about a writer
who quits university to experience life on trips through the

A

Although his
U.S. and Mexico.
studies have limited
He's on a journey to
find his true self."
his traveling,
Valenzuela has
On the Road is a
frenetic trip of
managed to venture
whirlwind events
across Canada and
throughout his
and encounters
native Mexico, and
experienced by its
he hopes to do
main character, Sal
more in the future.
Paradise. Sal hitchKerouac's main
hikes and hops
freight cars, along
character also
inspired Valenzuela
the way, meeting
every imaginable
to develop his love
type of person, from
of writing - he set a
the dispossessed
goal to one day
and nomadic, to
write his own novel
Beat philosophers
and he is planning
and petty thieves.
on taking a writing
Alfredo Valenzuela with his copy of On the Road
"When I was readcourse in the near
ing [On the Road], I felt I was at book made me want to go
future.
around the world, get a backthose places, I felt a sense of
"I'd like to write some poetpack and just go."
joy, freedom, adventure. That
ry, about love, relationships

and life," says Valenzuela.
Critics credit On the Road
with changing a generation,
and have crowned Kerouac as
the voice of that generation.
Kerouac himself coined the
term "Beat Generation" to
describe a generation of young
Americans who didn't fit into
the expectations and moulds
of the clean-cut businessmen,
or complacent masses.
On the Road further defines
the Beat Generation through
its characters, a group of people struggling to survive and to
find meaning ip their lives,
shrugging off the norms and
expectations of their society,
taking off for road trips across
the country, and letting theses
experiences define them along
the way.

"Sweethearts Together" keeps couple rolling
by Karli Flinta-Murphy
Recommended: Voodoo Lounge,
Rolling Stones
Recommended by: Leslie
Wallace, coordinator for student advisement and recruitment - nursing

he song is called
"Sweethearts Together,"
and is the tenth track on
the Rolling Stones 1994 CD

T

Voodoo Lounge.

Fifty-one-year-old Leslie
Wallace says it's the song she
and her husband played at
their wedding, and it has a
special place in their hearts.

Not only was the song a
symbol of love for Wallace, but
it has deeper personal significance for her and her husband.
"That song kept us going
through a terrible, terrible
time," said Wallace. "It makes
me feel good we made it
through and came out together."

The lyrics depict a theme of
two hearts together as one.
They gave hope and strengthened the togetherness of the
married couple, says Wallace.
Now, after the difficult time,
Wallace says they listen to the
song to enjoy the music and it
brings "happy tears" to their
eyes.

Wallace described seeing the
Stones as an incredible experience when she and her husband took in one of their concerts.
"It was awesome to see them
on stage. They are old and still
doing what they do," she said.

Movie explores immortality and ultimate power
by Laura Tedesco
Recommended: Interview With
the Vampire

Recommended by: Lauren
Heinrichs, advanced graphic
design student
Vampires suck, literally, but
not to advanced graphic design
student Lauren Heinrichs.
She has always been a fan of
gothic horror and vampire
movies, especially Interview

With the Vampire, a film based
on the popular book by Anne
Rice. The movie is set in the
1800s, which has an automatic
appeal for Heinrichs.
"I have always had a strange
connection to that era," she
says.
The film's costumes and sets
also made it a visually beautiful movie that anyone can
appreciate, even if one is not a
fan of horror films. Unlike
classic vampire movies,

Interview doesn't follow vam-

pire-movie conventions, or
include Christian aspects, such
as a fear of crosses, which have
pervaded the psyche of many.
Heinrichs also found the film
to be very intelligent, not just
action and gore.
"It was a very emotional movie
and gives people time to contemplate the aspects of immortality and ultimate power."
The film also discusses the
notion of good versus evil, ask-

usinesAdministration

►

ing the viewer to question
whether or not the vampires
are justified in feeding their
murderous appetites. The suffering of the film's characters is
always apparent, making one
more sympathetic to the plight
of the "monsters."
Even if one is not a fan of the
occult, Heinrichs says others
should watch Interview With
the Vampire because it gives
people the opportunity to
think about the concept of life

after death, and what people
should do with the time that is
given to them in this lifetime.
"If you take the vampire aspect
out of it you can still take
something away from this
movie. It's about what you can
make of your life in the here
and now since the characters
are faced with living for an
eternity."
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The rewards
make all the
difference

Les avantages
font toute la
difference

If you have the skills we're
looking for, your college
education could be your
ticket to a high-tech career
with a difference in the
Canadian Forces!

Si vous possedez les competences
que nous recherchons, votre
education post-secondaire pourrait
vous mener a une carriere differente
en haute technologie, au sein des
Forces canadiennes!

You'll enjoy our high level of challenge,
teamwork, opportunity and job security,
as well as:

Vous apprecierez les defis stimulants, le travail en equipe,
les nombreuses perspectives et la security d'emploi,
ainsi que :

$10,000 signing bonus for college graduates
in designated programs*

une indemnite de recrutement de 10 000 $
pour les diplomas de niveau collegial de l'un des
programmes designes*

OR
$20,000 signing bonus for specified civilian
trade qualified journeymen*.
To learn more, contact us today.
*Eligible courses/trades include: Electronic Engineering
Technician/Technologist, Computer Engineering Technician,
Computer/Computer Networks Engineering Technician,
X-Ray Technologist, Telecommunications Technician,
Wireless Communications Technician, Communications
Engineering Technology

OU
une indemnite de recrutement de 20 000 $ pour
les ouvriers specialises qualifies dans un secteur
civil particulier*.
Pour obtenir de plus amples renseignements, veuillez
communiquer avec nous des aujourd'hui.
*Les cows at métiers admissibles comprennent :
technicien/technologue en genie electronique,
technicien en genie informatique, technicien
en informatique ou en reseaux d'informatique,
technologue en radiologie, technician
en telecommunications, technician
en communications sans fil, ingenierie
des telecommunications.

Strong. Proud. Today's Canadian Forces.
Decouvrez vos forces dans les Forces canadiennes.
1 800 856-8488
www.forces.gc.ca

Canada'

